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LAWS5015 

EQUITY FINAL SCAFFOLD  

 
Monday 20th November 

1:50 pm  

80% 

2 Hours 30 Minutes Readings  

Closed Book  

2 Questions wroth 40 marks each  

 

Topic 1—The History and Nature of Equity 
 

 

Equity is a body of rules aimed to supplement and alleviate the harshness of the common law, focus on conscience  

 

Principles of equity fall within one or more of these 5 categories: 

 

1. The exploitation of vulnerability or weakness  

2. The abuse of positions of trust or confidence  

3. The insistence upon rights in circumstances which make such insistence harsh or oppressive  

4. The inequitable denial of obligations  

5. The unjust retention of property  

 

The Earl of Oxofrd Case (1615)—in a dispute between the common law and equity, equity will prevail, purpose of equity is 

‘correct men’s conscience’ (e.g. the legal title to land is subject to a constructive trust due to the unconscionable conduct of 

the legal owner) 

 

Fusion fallacy  

 

The mistaken view that the effect of the Judicature Acts was to fuse the jurisdictions of common law and equity, there has been 

a substantive fusion but not a procedural fusion  

 

Walsh v Lonsdale (1882)—this case created the impression that a contract for a lease is as good as a legal lease; ‘there are not 

two estates as there were formerly, one estate at common law…and an estate in equity under the agreement. There is only one 

court and the equity rules prevail in it. The tenant holds under an agreement for a lease. He holds therefore, under the same 

terms in equity as if a lease had been granted, it being a case in which both parties admit the relief is capable of being given 

by specific performance” maxim: equity looks on that as done which ought to be done  

 

Chan v Cresdon Pty Ltd (1989)—HC reaffirmed that an equitable lease depends on the availability of specific performance 

but stated that an equitable lease is different to a legal lease as it can be defeated by a bonda fide purchaser for value without 

notice (different approach than Walsh v Lonsdale which asserted there was only one estate)—case illustrates that there has 

not been a substantive fusion of common law and equity—they remain separate bodies of law   

 

Day v Mead (1987)—NZ authority for the proposition law and equity have intermingled/are interacting, equitable 

compensation for breach of fiduciary duty was reduced by contributory negligence  

 

Harris v Digital Pulse Pty Ltd (2003)—Australian authority for the proposition that a common law remedy (exemplary 

damages) for a breach of fiduciary duty could not be awarded by a court of Equity  

 

- ‘The two streams of jurisdiction, though they run in the same channel, and run side by side they do not mingle their 

waters; they remain conceptually distinct  

 

Equitable maxims: Corin v Patton (1990)—statements of broad themes which underlie equitable concepts and principles, not 

principles of law  

 

Equity will not allow someone to suffer a wrong without a remedy 
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- Equity meets deficiencies in the common law  

- E.g. specific performance being decreed in relation to contracts  

- Equity of redemption—allowing the borrower to reclaim the land when the loan was repaid 

 

Equity looks on that as done which ought to be done 

 

- Frequent application in contract cases and is the basis of the remedy of specific performance 

- If an agreement is not specifically enforceable, the maxim can have no application (Chan v Cresdon) 

 

Equity follows the law 

 

- Equity recognizes common law rights, estates, interest and titles as valid, it merely controls or restrains the common 

law where the exercise of a common law right is unconscientious—equity followed and built upon the common law, 

it does not act as a rival system  

- E.g. Equitable doctrine of contribution— Friend v Brooker (2009)—common exposure of both debtors to the 

creditor, ensuring the sharing of the burden to repay  

 

He or she must come into equity must come with clean hands 

 

- Plaintiff must not be guilty of some improper conduct or else relief may be denied—ACFM v Linfield Developments 

Pty Ltd; Guan Linfield Developments Pty Ltd (2017) 

 

He or she who seeks equity must do equity 

 

- Plaintiffs must fulfil their legal and equitable obligations before seeking a remedy  

 

Equality is equity 

 

- Idea of proportionate remedies—equity aims to distribute profits and losses in proportion to the claims and liabilities 

of the parties concerned (i.e. minimum remedy in estoppel) 

 

Equity aids the diligent not the tardy 

 

- Delay may defeat equity  

 

Equity acts in personam 

 

- Remedies attach to the person of the defendant  

 

Equity will not assist a volunteer 

 

- A volunteer is a person who has not given valuable consideration, it would unconscientious for equity to decline 

equitable assistance to a plaintiff who has provided valuable consideration  

 

Equity looks to substance not form—e.g. a trust can be created without the use of the word ‘trust’  

 

Where the equities are equal first in time prevails 

 

- In a priority context between two holders of equitable interests, A will gain priority over B in the absence of some 

postponing conduct by A  

 

Equity does nothing in vain  

 

Delay defeats equity  

 

- In seeking equitable relief, a plaintiff must act promptly and diligently  

 

Andrews v ANZ Banking Group Ltd (2012) 

 

Hawcroft General Trading Co Pty Ltd v Hawcroft (2017) 
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Topic 2—Applications of the Conscience of Equity 
 

A) Breach of Confidence  

 

P has an equitable claim for breach of confidence in equity’s concurrent jurisdiction because there was an express or implied 

contractual term of confidentiality OR in equity’s exclusive jurisdiction in absence of the absence of contractual obligations (Coco v 

AN Clark—equity will step in if info was received in circumstances of confidence—objective reasonable person test 

 

May seek an injunction which is the primary remedy or alternatively equitable compensation  

 

Elements necessary to prove breach of confidence derived from Optus v Telstra 2010  

 

1. The information in question must be identified with specificity (O’Brien v Komensaroff) 

 

- The subject matter must contain particular confidential content and not merely be matters of common knowledge  

 

2. The information must have the necessary quality of confidence  

 

- The test for whether information is confidential is found in ABC v Lenah Game Meats, and is as follows: is the 

information highly offence to a reasonable person applying contemporary standards of morals and behaviors  

 

Public Domain  

 

- It cannot be publicity available or common knowledge within an industry (Coco v AN Clark)   

- Once information is in the public domain, it can no longer be the subject of confidence (Johns v ASC)  

- But confidence is not necessarily destroyed where the information is in the public domain for a short period of time 

(Australian Football League v The Age) 

 

Lawyers  

 

- A solicitor should not, without the consent of his former client, advocate against that former client when they possess 

confidential information which is relevant in the matter (Prince Jefri Bolkiah v KPMG) 

- Court has inherent jurisdiction to restrain solicitors where a fair-minded, reasonable informed member of the public 

would conclude that the proper administration of justice requires them to be restrained (Kallinicos v The Hunt—lawyer 

prevented from acting for someone) 

 

Employment information (corporate information) 

 

- Ask: is the information a trade-secret’ or is it merely general commercial knowledge (employee ‘know-how)(O’Brien v 

Komesaroff) 

- Know-how is the general knowledge, skill and experience, which as a result of previous employment has become part of 

the employee’s own to use as s/he likes  

- Trade secrets refer to information that can fairly be regarded as a separate part of the employee’s stock of knowledge—

not his/hers to do as they like  

- Factors in determining whether the information is a trade secret, or commercial know how (Wright v Gasweld)  

o How much skill and effort was expended to acquire the information? A lot?  

o Has the employer jealously guarded the information?  

o Was the employee made aware of the confidential nature of the information?  

o Is there an industry practice in keeping this sort of information secret?  

o Has access to the information been controlled?  

 

Personal information  

 

- Information relating to health, personal relationships or finances is private. Disclosure of information that would be 

highly offensive to a reasonable person of ordinary sensibilities (ABC v Lenah Game Meats) 

- Sexual activities in the privacy of own home are confidential (Giller v Procopets)  
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- Wilson v Ferguson—private images were of a confidential nature, they were obtained in circumstances importing an 

obligation of confidence and some of the images were obtained by Ferguson without Wilson’s consent and there was 

unauthorized use of the images—equitable breach of confidence—injunctive relief and equitable compensation granted 

 

Government secrets  

 

- Government secrets will not be protected unless disclosure is in the public interest (Cth v John Fairfax & Sons). This is 

because government is subject to greater deal of scrutiny within the Australian democracy, given the significant 

importance of the publics rights to discuss, review and criticize government action  

- Involves a balancing act—weighing up the publics need to know with whatever public interest there are in maintain 

secrecy  

 

3. The information must have been received in circumstance importing an obligation of confidence 

 

- Objective test: would a reasonable person standing in the shoes of the recipient of the information have reasonably 

known that the information was given to him in confidence (Coco v AN Clark) 

o May be implied or inferred from the relationship between the parties (i.e. sexual relationship in Giller v 

Procopets) 

o Or express stated  

- Has the information been imported for what was known, or ought reasonably to have been known, to be only for a 

particular person, or purpose (Australian Medic-care v Hamilton Pharmaceuticals) 

 

4. There must be an actual or threatened misuse of the information without the plaintiff’s consent  

 

- Lawyer with former client—Disclosure or possibility of disclosure to someone with an adverse interest constitutes an 

actual or threatened misuse (Prince Jefri Bolkiah v KPMG) 

o There must be a substantial risk of misuse of information, not merely a fanciful or theoretical risk (Prince Jefri 

Bolkiah v KPMG) 

- Lawyer with current client—fiduciary duty as there is a retainer between the client and solicitor  

o May mean that they can no longer act for the client if it is in the interests of the proper administration of justice  

 

Possible defenses 

 

- Public interest 

- There has been a loss of confidentiality  

o Release of information was granted by the plaintiff  

o The information came into the public domain  

- Information is a crime/civil wrong—in interests of justice  

 

B) Estoppel  

 

An estoppel is an equitable claim that prevents someone from denying the existence of a state of affairs in circumstance where such 

denial would be unconscientious—person is prevented by law from acting inconsistently with his/her earlier representation  

 

Moractic Pty v Gordon—common law estoppel by convention (common assumption)—both parties engaged in a common 

participation in an assumed state of affairs, in this case although contractual term required them to ‘pay an additional rent’, 

the amount had never been demanded or paid, both parties assumed payment was not mandated = an estoppel by convention 

applied to estop the lessor from later claiming the rent in question  

 

Equitable estoppel  

 

Central London Property Trust—promissory estoppel—promisor is precluded from resiling from their promise in the future, 

even though the promise is non-contractual and is not supported by valuable consideration—but there needs to be a pre-

existing legal relationship between the parties and promissory estoppel can only be used as a defence to an action brought by 

the promisor against the promisee (it is a shield not a sword) 

 

Crabb v Arun—proprietary estoppel by encouragement—can be used as a shield or a sword—operates in realm of real 

property—in this case proprietary estoppel by encouragement where a property owner encourages the plaintiff to believe that 

it has or will have a proprietary interest, which is relied upon by the plaintiff to his detriment if that is resilied from  
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Pascoe v Turner—proprietary estoppel by acquiescence—where a property owner acquiesces in the plaintiff expending 

money on the property due to the plaintiff’s mistaken belief that it is his own property  

 

Walton Stores consolidated promissory estoppel and proprietary estoppel into a single, broad principle of equitable estoppel  

 

Elements necessary to satisfy estoppel: 

 

1. Assumption or expectation of legal relationship—The plaintiff assumed that a particular relationship existed between them 

and the defendant or expected that such a particular legal relationship would exist  

 

- It is enough that the relying party assumed that a promise would be performed (Austotel v Franklins) 

- The relying party’s assumption must be reasonable (Salienta Pty Ltd v Clancy) 

 

2. Inducement—The defendant induced the plaintiff to adopt their promise or representation  

 

- Can be express or implied (Cth v Verwayen) 

- Silence and acquiescence (accepting something reluctantly but without protest) can give rise to an implication of an 

inducement (Walton Stores)  

 

3. Reliance—The defendant knew or ought to have known that the relying party would act or refrain from acting in reliance on 

the promise or representation (Cth v Verwayen) 

 

- It is not necessary that the assumption be the only reason that the relying party acted or refrained from acting, it is 

sufficient if it was a reason (Austotel v Franklins) 

 

4. Detriment—The plaintiffs action or inaction has caused or will cause detriment if the promise or representation is not 

fulfilled. Due to the detriment, equity says that it is unconscientious for the representor to depart from the promise (Walton 

Stores) 

 

- There must be a link between the detriment and the promise or representation  

- In establishing detriment it reliance loss not expectation loss that is assessed (Delaforce v Simpson-Cook) (i.e. wasted 

expenditure not the profits the plaintiff would have expected to receive had the contract been performed.  

 

5. Failure to act—The defendant has failed to act to avoid the detriment  

 

6. Unconscionability  

 

- Estoppel cannot be relied upon where the promisee deliberately refrains from acting upon the promise 

- If defendant failed to act to avoid the detriment, it is not unconscionable for the promisor to depart from his promise 

(Austotel v Franklins) 

 

Remedies for estoppel  

 

X is entitled to some equitable relief as the elements of equitable estoppel have been made out 

 

According to Giumelli v Giumelli, relief is based upon the expectation that the promise or representation generated  

 

The minimum remedy that is necessary to rectify the detriment is granted (i.e. specific performance is not always the solution) (Cth v 

Verwayen—object of estoppel is to reverse the detriment suffered by precluding departure from the assumed state of affairs, not make 

good the assumption 

 

The court should take into account the impact of its orders on relevant third parties and any hardship or injustice they would suffer 

(Giumelli v Giumelli)  

 

Sidhu v Van Dyke 

 

- Where specific enforcement of the promise would be appropriate but is not practically possible and would cause hardship to 

third parties, the Court will instead grant necessary relief in the form of a sum which reflects the value of the promise  

 

Crown Melbourne Ltd v Cosmopolitan Hotel—Nettle J considered that proprietary estoppel is a sub-species of promissory estoppel 

and that both are instances of equitable estoppel which gave effect to a single foundational principle 
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Topic 3—Remedial Equity 
 

A) Specific Performance  

 

Equitable remedy for breach of contract which is supported by consideration  

 

Requirements  damages must be inadequate because the monetary sum is not quantifiable or SP would be a ‘more perfect and 

complete justice’ 

 

Ask: on the facts are damages inadequate?—threshold question  

 

Dougan v Ley (1946)—contract for the sale of personalty  

 

- Equity granted SP on the ground that damages are inadequate because the chattel in question was rare and hard to 

come by  

 

Coulls v Bagot’s Executor and Trustee Co Ltd (1967)—contract conferring benefit on third party  

 

- Executors can sue for SP if damages cannot satisfy the ‘demands of justice’ 

 

Beswick v Beswick (1968)—contract conferring benefit on third party  

 

- Equity granted SP when nephew refused to pay his Aunt her pension as per his contract with his uncle—damages 

were inadequate  

 

Ask: damages are inadequate but is there something preventing the grant of SP? 

 

1. Supervision—is there an unacceptable decree of supervision? 

 

Co-operative Ins Society Ltd v Argyll Stores (Holdings) Ltd (1998) 

 

- SP denied—required constant supervision by the court—court cannot check to see whether a shop is open everyday  

 

2. Personal service contracts—contract contains provision for personal service 

 

CH Giles & Co Ltd v Morris (1972) 

 

- Balance advantage to plaintiff and disadvantage to defendant 

- Equity will generally not enforce a contract is to do so would result in compelling the defendant to maintain a 

personal relationship with the plaintiff against both of their wills 

 

3. Hardship—SP may be denied on the group that it would cause hardship on the defendant or third parties 

 

Dowsett v Reid (1912) 

 

- Court must balance potential hardship to the defendant that would result from SP and the potential hardship for the 

plaintiff if SP were refused 

- Court did not enforce a hardship bargain due to unconscionability  

 

4. Mutuality—court will only grant SP in cases where court can adequately ensure the plaintiffs unperformed 

obligations will be carried out  

 

SP is an equitable remedy which is in personam in nature—the remedy therefore attaches to the person of the defendant  

 

B) injunctions  

 

Orders made by the courts either restraining or requiring the performance of a specific act in order to give effect to the legal rights of 

the applicant—they must be expressed with precision—they are discretionary and arise where damages are inadequate  

 


